
Answer

You might have noticed this type of an error during your rebalance / first
investment / fund addition via SIPs or lump sums. 

This happens when the stocks are stuck in circuits (Upper / Lower) which
means that you will not be in a position to buy / sell such stocks till they
come out of circuits. Let us see how to handle such scenarios.

Please note that you have no other option but to wait for the stock come
out of it's circuit and then repair the order on the Smallcase platform. You
have two ways to do this. 

Method 1 : You may consider setting up an alert which will send you a
notification via email / any messaging platform when the stock comes
out of circuit further to which you may go to your Smallcase platform to
repair your order. This article will show you how to set up an alert using
Zerodha Sentinel (for Zerodha users). Folks who use other brokers may
contact your respective brokers to understand how to set up such
triggers. 

Method 2 : If you are manually monitoring the scenario from your broker
terminal, you may go to your smallcase platform and perform repair order
as soon as you see the stock coming out of circuits. 

Query

How to manage stocks that hit Upper / Lower circuits ?



In this example, we will take the scenario of the stock FAIRCHEMOR stuck
in a lower circuit when you tried to rebalance. 
Let us say you got the notification below which could mean that the
stock might be stuck in a circuit. 

Step 1 - Firstly, you will need to log in to your broker terminal to check
if FAIRCHEMOR is stuck in lower / upper circuit. As you can see from
the image below, the stock is down 5% which implies it is in a lower
circuit. 



Step 2 - Click the "three dotted icon when you hover on the stock" and
click "Set Alert"

Step 3 - Please note that all blue boxed items come pre filled and you
may not have to make any changes there. You should only customize the
red boxed item which is the CONDITION for trigger. 



Step 4 - Below are the conditions you will have on display. 

(i) to be alerted when a stock gets out of Lower Circuit, select the option
"Greater Than" > Click Create

(ii) to be alerted when a stock gets out of Upper Circuit, select the
option "Lesser Than" > Click Create

You will get notified on your email like in the image below, further to
which you may head to your Smallcase account and repair your order.
Please remember to have your email notification enabled on your phone
/ PC



Step 5 - Upon receiving the trigger alert, 
log in to your Smallcase account  > Click "Investments" 

Step 6 - Click "Repair Order" on the same Smallcase 

Step 7 - Click "Repair Smallcase" further to which the SELL order should
go through without any hassle. 



Important Note (1) : You will have to update the trigger price as per the
current day's lower / upper circuit prices. 

You will not receive an update with the existing trigger as that would have
have been based on yesterday's price. This is because the stock may
have further hit another lower / upper circuit the next day and you will be
required to update the price to receive an alert. The process to do that is
quite simple.

Log into "Zerodha Sentinel" > Click "My Triggers" > Scroll Down > Click
"Edit" > Enter the revised price (OR) you may delete that trigger and set
up a new trigger using the steps mentioned above.

Important Note (2) : You may receive a notification like below when you
tried to rebalance. 

Please note that you may need additional funds (temporarily) to carry
out the BUY orders since the SELL orders may not have gone through
owing to those stocks being stuck in circuits. The funds corresponding to
SELL orders shall hit your broker account once you repair the order after
those stocks come out of circuits. Else, you may consider carrying out
the entire rebalance once those stocks are out of circuits in the event of
which you may ignore this step. 

Important Note (3) : You may manage the entire process of repair
directly from the Smallcase platform itself. In case you have exited the
stock manually , please fill this form to sync your Smallcase account

Please write to support@weekendinvesting.com if you have any further
queries

https://forms.gle/p5rzc1Wyh9tDzenJ9

